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TECHNICAL MEhlORANDUM 
SUSCEPTI B I L I  TY MEASUREMENTS ON ME SU PERCONDUCTING 
PROPERTIES OF Nb-Ge ALLOYS 
INTRODUCTION 
The first  observation o i  supercor,ductivity took place i n  1911 when 
Kamerlingh Onness noticed that the  electrical resistance of mercury went 
to  zero upon reaching a critical temperature labeled T A superconductor c' 
changes several physical properties upon being cooled to T the  most 
c ' 
important of which are  the  loss of all electrical resistance of the  material 
(and the  subsecluent expulsion of a weak magnetic field) (Meissner effect). 
Therein lies the technological importance of superconducting mate- 
rials for use in c1ectric;il t~.ansnlission lines, motors, generators,  and 
fusion magnets. A large cndet~vor has been undertaken by many research 
organizations to produce :I n~aterial that has supcrconducling properties 
a t  a s  high ;I temperature a s  p ~ s s i b l e .  Table 1 lists some of the  more 
important materials iind their associated critical parameters,  T c  and Ho. 
The parameter H i s  the  magnitude of the  applied magnetic field at 
0 
T = 0 K which will destroy the  Rleissner effect. 
Of all materials s tudied,  the  Nb-Ge system is  the  most technologi- 
cally promising because of i t s  ability to superconduct well above the  boil- 
ing  point of hydrogen ( T  = 20.3  I.0, which is important for the  economi- b 
cal use of superconductors as a practical tool. As seen in Table 1, there 
a re  scveral ways of preparing N b-Ge in the  c3rrect composition, o r  
stoichion~ttry , that :lppc:irs to bc beneficial for attaining high T . this 
c ' 
correct contposition is Nb Be (;:-phase) and must be formed in the  correct 3  
crystal lngr;~pl~ic str'ucturc ( A  15).  
Sputtered thin films of X i )  Gc were discovered by Gavaler [ 11 to 3  
have '1' !s '. 2 2  K ;  'l'estal-cii, \Vcl*nicl:, and Iioyer [ 2 ]  immediately verified 
c 
G:~vnlcr's resul t s ,  which wcre subscc~uently rcproduced in films prepared 
by chemical v:lpor clcposition techniclucs [ 3 , 1 ]  . 
None of these techniques have been successfully used to make 
NbgGe in bulk form because of the highly nonequilibrium solidification 
environment that must  exist to form this metastable compound. Rapid 
solidification by splat cooling has been shown to be one technique of form- 
ing these metastable phases [ 5.61 ; however, rapid solidification by under- 
cooling may be a competitive technique [ 7 , 8 ] .  Undercooling a material 
means to lower the temperature of the molten material below the solidus 
temperature before solidification i s  initiated. 
The most difficult problem in attaining undercooled conditions i s  
the presence of nucleation sites which catalyze solidification. Small molten 
droplets (5  to 50 L diameter) dispersed in a carrier fluid [ 9 ,10 ]  or  drop- ' 
lets free-fnlling in a containerless environment can reduce these nucleants 
[ 7,11,121. To study undercooling and containerless low-gravity solidifi- 
cation of various Nb-Ge compositions, a drop tube apparatus has been 
constructed at NASA's Marshall Spnce Flight Center [71 .  This device 
consists of a 32-m high, 10-cm diameter steel tube which allows 2 .6  s of 
freely falling, containerless , low -gritvity cooling of molten droplets in 
- 2 either an inert atmosphere or  n N ni ( 1  x lo-' torr )  vacilum. 
When Nb-Ge materictls urc processed in this facility, the sup+.?rconducting 
transition temperature will be an important and easily determinable pararn- 
eter for charncterizing the effects of this processing environment. 
The objective of this report is to determine the effects on the T 
C 
of bulk Nb- Ge alloys solidified in a contclinerless low-gravity environment 
as  compared to arc-cast m:~teri:lls. The results of the T measurements 
C 
performed on superconductors processed in the drop tube will be pre- 
sented, pa~~ticularly the T ' s  of the Nb-Ge mnterials. Another objective 
C 
is to describe the electro~lic system which measured the T 's  and tL 
C 
expl:\in the cause for the observed trnrisitions in terms of the changing 
susceptibility of the samples. Details of the T -meesuring apparatus and 
C 
nssociuted electronics are discusscd in this report. The physical signif- 
icance of the signal itself will be discussed as a possible superconductor 
cliaracterizl~tion technique. 
APPARATUS A N D  TECHNIQL!E 
At the supcrconducting tl*irnsition tenipcrnture a perfect type-I 
superco~~ductor  wi!l expel 1111 wcitk nliignetic (hleissncr effect) and electricnl 
fields from the sitmple. I3y p1:tcing 11 si~mplc in n uniform ac magnetic 
field ilnd using ;I i;'crrrounding pick- up coil to detect the changing flux 
density due to the hleissner effect ,  thc Tc cirn be found to great accuracy. 
Thc ; ~ c  method h;ls tne ildvantngcs: of ( 1 )  simplicity of operation, (2) 
i~voidnnce of introdltcing strain or irnpurit y b y  electrical contacts used 
for resist:i~~~~-t~nipcriit~i~c 'I nrc:isurenie~its, ( 3) the same Tc measuring 
C 
1iccu1~1cy 21s resist:ince H I I ~  heat capacity niettsurcmcnts [ 131 , cind ( 4 )  
the capability of measuring the real (pure inductive, x') and imaginary 
(pure dissipative, x") components of the  total system susceptibility, X, 
which essentially prevents the sample shape from affecting the transition 
curves and thereby eliminates o source of T e r m r  [14]. 
C 
Analysis of the transition voltage signals in terms of X' and XI' was 
used to obtain superconducting T These material properties can be 
c'  
measured . sing a temperature-varying method of Fellici [I51 which i s  a 
technique for meashring the mutual indcctance of a set of coils by varying 
the mutual inductiince of a set of opposing coils. The Fellici method has 
been modified and upgraded by several investigators who were measuring 
zhe magnetic susceptibility of mnterials as a function of temperature. The 
Hartshorn bridge [15] lnodificaticn was first used for low temperature mea- 
surements Ly Cusimer et al. in :939 [16] ..md later by many other scien- 
tists interested in l ~ ~ ~ - t ~ . m p e r i i t ~ l ~  mt~gnetic properties of materials [17-191. 
The coil design used in this work  is suggested by M. Strongin 
of the Hrookh:iven N:itic,niil I,iiborilt~l*ies and consisted of a pair of pri- 
maries wound directly on :i pair of b u c k i ~ ~ g  seeond..i,ies. The coil mate- 
ria!s wcrc ii polycthylene coil forni nnd 3(i-g:1~gc Fo~rnvar-insulated copper 
wire of 24s ;iilcl 1800 turns  of' primtiry and seeondnry , respectively 
(Fig. 1). 
With the silmplc ccl?tercci inside one of the  ~?condiiry mils ,  the 
~~ilculiited rnagnctic field was ho~nogeneous to within 2 percent over the 
si~mple's climensiorls. A 1008 l l z  primary currcnt of 0.63 + 0 .01  rms mA, 
stable to 0.01 percent was iisccl , thus providing I 1  ii T (0.11 5 )  magnetic 
f:eld s t reng t l~ .  Using the c..;pc~imcnt:ll values of Nb-Gc- resistivity, the 
calculnted spherical ski11 depth cwrrespo~ldccl to 100 percent penetration 
[ 901. 
Epoxictl insitlc the coils was t i  bifililrly wound heater coil connected 
to a v:irii~ble current source prdviding tempcr:iture controlliib~lity to I m K .  
The sample W i i s  inscrtcd ul) illto this arrangement by n polyerhylene plug 
so that a typic;!l 3-mnl dianictciv sphere wo5 centered in the top coil and 
miltie contiict with ii  c:lrbon gliiss resistor ( C G R )  te~nperat ,.:e !ransducer 
inserted do\v~l int the coil. The copper flange and enclosure provided 
licat-sinkillg l'or tllc clcctriciil Ictitfs and stainless steel support tilbe as  
well iIs cv:tcli;ibility for   no st o f  ?lit iltmosphcric g:iscs i111d mois'.ure. 
Tllc? circuit itsc?!f w i i s  ccntcrcd ;ib~,ut the lock-in amplifier (Fig. 2) , 
the output of wllictl W i i s  plottc?tl iigtiins the CGII voltages. Actual CGR 
,r;tlucs wcrc: obtiiirlcd \)y rcatli~igs from il 0. 1 : ! V  x.esolution digital voltme- 
ter (1)VRI) giving 1 lllli ~'cxsoli~tio~l be ow 10 K with ;in iibsolute accuracy 
of' + 2 0  n l l i  its dctcnnineci by  high-purity Pb :lnd Nb Inborntory standards. 
Thc f'iclti s tmngth ;ind ~ ~ ~ ( I U O I I C Y  were vi1ric.d over a suitable range to 
dctcrnli~lc tl~:lt thcsc wcrc not c:iusing iiny crmr  in the temperature 
n l ~ i i ~ l l r ~ l l l e ~ l t ~ .  
Using a lock-in amplifier provided the measurement of the relative 
magnetic susceptibility components as a function of temperature because 
of the phase selectability of the lock-in. The expected r e d  and imaginary 
components of the signal voltages (PVs) produced by a transitioning 
superconductor are given as [ 201 : 
where XS is the perfect diamagnetic susceptibility value for a particular 
sample geometry; v is  sample volume; w is frequency; ' i s  primary cur- 
P 
rent; a -  I , t2 and al, O2 ara primary and secondary len-gths and coil 
geometry angles, respectively; c is speed of light. An estimate of the 
expected transition signal height for Nb was made by using typical para- 
meters and the average conductivity 01 Nb at 9.30K [21]. From these 
data it was calculated that the purely inductive voltage charige for a 
transitioning superconductor should be approximately ?I01 vV, while the 
pilrely lossy component should be approximately - 38.5 y V. Typical 
signal-to-noise ratios at the 101 p V  signals were about .I x lo3. 
The alloy materials used in this study were obtained from Materials 
Research Corporation, arc-melted from powders of five-nines (Ge) and 
four-nines (Nb j purity . Four-nines pure, 0.762-mm diameter Nb wire 
was also melted in the drop tube for determining processing effects on 
pure elements which were similar to the actual Nb-Ge alloys and for 
perfecting melting techniques . A five-nines pure, 1.52-mm diameter Pb 
shot was used as a Tc reproducibility standard. All samples fcrmed in 
the drop tube were typically 2- to 5-mm diameter. 
DISCUSSION 
A .  Coniplex Susceptibility 
The relationship between X '  and X" and the measured voltages can 
be explained by the following. If a material is magnetized by an ac 
magnetic field, H = ~ ~ e j ~ ' ~ ,  the magnetization L is generally delayed by 
9 phase angle $ because of losses and i s  thus expressed as L = L ej(wt-9). 
0 The total susceptibility is then 
where 
Lo I, X' = - 0 cos 4 ,  xTT = - sin . 
Ho Ho 
x1 expresses the componer.t of L which is in-phase with H so it corresponds 
to the inductive susceptibility; if there were no losses, we shouid have 
x = x l .  The component X" expresses the lossy part of L which is delaved 
by the phase angle 90 degrees from H .  The measured resultant field is 
8 = p + z. For n sphcrc, 1,;induu and Lifshitz [22]  have determined 
the function:~l form of thc sphc~*ical >it and xTt components (CGS units): 
- sinh (y)  2 sin (y)  2a . Gk - ~ s ~ ( y ) - c ~ )  9 Y = 3 3 '1 = 
where 6 is  planar skin depth, a is sample radius, o is  conductivity, w 
is angular frequency, - n d  y is the permeability of the materials. For 
low-strength tind low-frcclucncy uc fields, a sup~~conduct ing  sample has 
d -) 0, giving y - x T  - - 3/81r, which is the expected equivalence of a 
superconducting sphcrc in (1 dc field. Figure 3 shows the generalized 
curves for both components. 
The importance of the mcnsurement of both susceptibility components 
for this study is their ability to answer two questions occurring during 
any T -measuring experiment. The first question relates to the use of 
C 
X' in most literature for determining the Tc of a sample. However, much 
uncertainty can exist as to the nwnber of phases that may be contributing 
to so-called lfspread-out" transitions that occur over several degrees 
Kelvin. It is possible to have overlapping transitions of two phases that 
may be interpreted as being a transition of one phase having compositional, 
order, or some other type of  gradient, and vice versa. The second ques- 
tion deals with the possibility of the superconductifig material of the sam- 
ple consisting of a filamentary structure or flakes that would tend to 
shield a lower Tc volume and thus give only one transition of much larger 
signal strength than it actually should be. 
Because the susceptibility components are the variables that link 
the physical properties of the sample to the measured voltage, an under- 
standing of the possible types of superconducting transitions, in terms of 
the complex susceptibility, that may occur for various types of super- 
conducting materials is necessary before suitable answers can be given 
for the questions in the previous paragraph. In all cases, as a material 
becomes superconducting, the inductive component of the susceptibility 
X '  will always incretlse monotonically because of the attainment of perfect 
diar~~agnetism . However, the resistive, or  complex, component of the tus- 
ceptibility X" will be either a sharp change similar to X' or else have a 
peak in the curve just prior to a sharp transition. Both of these cases 
can he seen in Figure 4. The smooth X" curve of Figure 4a [23]  is  easily 
understood by noting that the puri!y of the material places the value af 
xfl (for T > Tc) on Figure 3 well beyond the peak for most typical sized 
spherical samples. Therefore, as the transition occurs arid a + o,  X" 
wi!l not pass through the peak. 
These susceptibility characteristics are very evident in the transi- 
tion of this study's five-nines pure Pb calibration sample shown in 
Figure 5. In both the X' and X" curves, the Tc is so sharp that it 
app~.oaches the ideal, discontinuous T of a perfect type I superconductor, 
C 
A maximum, or  peak,, in X" can be caused by two competing mech- 
anisms 123,241. A s  a normal state, mul?ipha-d material is cooled in an 
, 
ac field, high Tc superconducting filaments or  flaked inclusions which 
occupy negligible volume will increase the average current density within 
the normal material and cause a rise in xl' by increaseri dissipation. At 
slightly lower tempert~tures , these inclusions may become completely inter- 
connected and eddy-curreilt shielding of the nonsuperconducting phases 
occurs, causing apparent bulk diar,,agnetism and a subsequent large 
civrease in x " .  An example of this mechanism i s  shown in Figures 4b 
[23] and 4c 1251 and has been metallographically observed by Arrhenius, 
et al. [26].  If these inclusions were homogeneous volumes such an cylin- 
drical regions (i.e.,  dendrites), the eddy currents now generated by the 
transition would be reduced and not cause any increase in the average 
current density because the volume of metal being penetrated by magnetic 
flux would be reduced proportionally. However, nonhomogeneous volumes, 
such as compositional gradients in ti:c dendrites, will cause a broadened 
nnd peaked X" curve because of the increased or decreased dissipation 
that will occur as the magnetic flux is expelled into a greater or lesser 
resistance material for a given change in temperature. 
The height of the maximu~n in X" depends strongly on whether the 
matrix became superconductin g during the intervtil of a filamentary 
transition. Criteria have been established by Strongin (241  for semi- 
quantitatively discerning filamentary versus bulk superconducting prop- 
erties of a sample. These are: 
1) If in a superconducting transition the peak of X" is a significant 
fraction of x', e.g. , greater than 10 percent, then it may be assumed that 
a homogeneous bulk transition is not being observed. 
2) If multiple peaks are observed in xu ,  it is reasonable to infer 
that the different peaks correspond to different transitions occurring in 
different parts of an inhomoge~eous specimen. Mention must be made of 
a differential parmagnetic meizurement used by Hein and Falge [27] as 
anoiher, more quantitative magraetic method of determining bulk versus 
filamentary transitions. 
In the following discussion of the transition curves of this study, 
only that temperature interval is shown in which the ineasuring apparatus 
was sensitive enough to reveal :my transitions. Figure 6 shows an inter- 
compurison amol-ig the Pb and Nb calibration samples and the empty coil 
(ba*:kground) signals. These signtils were the purely inductive component 
(x ' )  of the induced emf of the bridge unbalance. Since only relative 
changes in the signal are requ cd , the zero level of the figures was taker 
arbitrarily as the point ut which the temperature measurements began, 
occurring well within the superconducting state of the sample. The empty 
coil typically produced about 1 to 2 percent systematic voltage variation 
above 18 K ;  also, excellent thermal response (i.e., lack of hysteresis) 
was obtained. 
Concerning the susceptibility measurements made on the Nb-Ge drop 
tube samples, DT078 and DT095 each exhibited two transitions, as indi- 
cated by a nonsharp X'  transition. A s  seen in Figure 7 for sample DT095, 
the X' curve verified the use of >(11 for determining that there were two 
1 
distinct transition phases. A One phase (peaked x") was slightly more 
inhomogeneously composed, strained, etc. , than the other phase having 
no observed filame-I tnry structure. Similarly, Figure 8 shows a typical 
set of carves obtui~led on Nb-Ge (18.2 alo) of original start.!ig material 
and drop tube-processed sample DT085. In the as-cast material, a double- 
peaked X" trace similar to that of Figure 4c is suggestive of a two-phased 
transition. Not very obvious in Figure 8a i s  a slight "kinkt1 in the transi- 
tion for X' which would htlve been the only hint of a possible ov,:rlspping 
of trtlilsitions if the X" component was not also measured. When the 
us-cast curves of Figure 8a nrc compared to the curves of DT085 in 
Figure 8b, a smoothly vnrying X'  and a single-peaked X" are indicative 
of one phase becoming superconducting. One possible explanation of the 
disappeurav.ce of the clouble-peaked is that homogenization occurred 
between two phases of slightly different composition after processing in 
the drop tube environment. 
1. The term "phase" is used rather loosely here. A more correct termi- 
nologp would be "a material with different composition." 
The analysis of the complex susceptibility measurements for the 
remaining samples of Table 3, as related to  each sample's properties (such 
a s  homogeneity and number of Tc-participating phases), resulted in inter- 
pretations similar to those already discussed. Studies are presently being 
performed (X-ray diffraction, EDAX,  metallography , annealing) which will 
allow a more quantitative interpretation of the susceptibility, None of the 
samples of Table 3 showed a xV maximum that surpassed 1 0  percent of 
the height of X I ,  implyirig that no higher Tc filamentary shielding of lower 
Tc bulk material occurred. 
B . Critical Temperatures 
W Table 2 gives the Tc and transition widths (ATc ) of a Pb labora- 
tory calibration sample and Nb drop tube samples. The Tc was determined 
from the point where the X'  transition curve had risen to half i ts  height, 
and  AT^' was determined from 5 percent and 95 percent height points. 
The Pb sample had an extremely sharp transition   AT^' = 5mK), the Tc 
of which was 7.222 K ;  this is 0.022 K greater than the NBS value listed 
in Table 1. The average Tc of the Nb drops was 9.23 2 0.04 K ,  which 
was 0.02 K lower than the NBS quoted value of 9.25 2 0.02 I<.  The Tcls 
of the drop tube-processed Nb saniples were lower and the transition 
widths smaller than unprocessed Nb, probably due to the formation of 
large-grained or single-crystalline Nb when processc [ 281 . Thus, the 
difference between the Tc of Pb and Nb reported he, 2 versus NBS1s 
values implies a materials problem rather than a drift in the temperature 
sensor calibration. 
Five Nb-Ge "as-cnstl1 compositicins from which droplets were made 
consisted of nonannealed 13.5, 18.2 ,  22.1, 27.1, and 35.1 atomic percent 
(a 10) Ge in N b as spectroscopically determined. The Nb-Ge compositions 
formed various amounts of the different phases as inferred from the 
Nb-Ge equilibrium phase diagram of Figure 9. To determine the amounts 
and types of each phase that can be formed at a specific overall composi- 
tion requires the information given in Table 4. The known Tc of these 
phases is included so that a comparison can be made to the Tcls obtained 
in this report. The only reported Nb-.Ge phases that should be supermn- . . 
ducting for temperatures above 4.2 K are the equilibrium E and the meta- 
stable lil phases. It  is expected that any (1 phase formed in the alloys 
would have Tc below 4.2 K because of :he rapid decrease in Tc for low 
Ge- content solid solutions w Nch contain transition N b and nontransition 
Ge [291;  also, there is a lack of literature reporting any significant T C 
of the ~x phase of higher Ge content. 
Table 3 lists the transition temperatures of all the Nb-Ge drops b. 
studied to date. Most of the drops had one rather sharp,  smooth trtlnsi- 
W tion, as seen in the values of AT! which are  comparable to typical *Tc 
for the drop tube-p?: -!esscd Nb. These temperature widths were further 
divided into the arnou.~t a f temperature spread for the initial occurrence 
of Tc and the amount for the end of Tc. These are called T: and Ti, 
resy.ectively, and are useful indicators of the directional trends the 
transitions have undergone. Two samples appeared to have two transitions 
as  determined by the nonmonotonically changing X' and dsuble-peaked xfl 
curves. Figure 7 shows an example of DT095, which was definitely a sarn- 
ple with two superconducting phases. Both the X' and the X" signals 
indicated the occurrence of two transitions rather than one llspread-outll 
transition. 
Two drops, DT091 and DT078, had transitions of approximately 9.3K 
(not shown in Tuble 3) which were due to a piece of undissolved pendant 
Nb wirc within the sample. This was verified by agreement between the 
mctisurcd signal voltiige magnitude of these transitions and the theoretical 
signill voltage magnitude ct~lculatcd by knowing the mass of the Nb pendant 
wirc lost to these tilloy droplets in the melting process. 
The most significiint fact of Table S i s  the increase of almost every 
drop's T above the transition temperature ( ~ 3  of YRC purchased, 
C C I 
as-cast material. The ovcr:tll average increase in the "I' of the drop tulie- 
C j 
processed samples was 0.47 with two samples, DT077 and DT099, surpass- 
ing a 1.0 K increase. To fully visualize these increases and to see any i- I 
cross corrcltition iimong silmpl~s, Figure 10 plots the highest Tc sample of i 
each composition with its associated as-cast material. What is not evident 
in Figure 10 i s  any "spreod-outtt transition which occurred for Matthias, 1' i 
et al. (Fig. l l b )  for thcir bulk splat-cooled specimens [ 5 ] .  Matthias ! 
et al. report a Tc value for as-cast 29 a10 Ge samples in Figure l l a  and I 
over-annealed samples in Figures Zlc that is  close to the T 01 the 27.1 
C i 
a10 Ge droplets of this investig ;I t '  ion. I 
One possible explanation fol!ows as to why the compositions less 
than 27.1 a10 have the increasingly deformed droplet shapes listed in 
Table 3. Photogrilphs of drups which had the hemispherical ("C") and 
spltittercd ("D-11) structures are shown in Figure 12. Solidification of' 
the (A phase will be the first and faste,;t to nucleate; therefore, as the 
overall composition appleoilches the eutectic point, the lever-rule says that 
there should be increusing iimounts of slower cooling 0 phase remoining t~ 
solidify and, thus,  thc droplet would be "mushier" when it hits the bottom 
of the drcp tube. The "A" shaped 22.1 a10 drops are exceptions to the 
case because these were intentionally made of less m a s s  so that complete 
solidification c ~ l d  occur in the 2.5 s of free-fall cooling time. 
The average increase in the TE of the 13.5 a10 G e  droplets w u  
0.95 t 0.25 K ;  the 18.2 a10 Ge, 0.55 t 0.06 K ;  the 22.1 a10 Ge, 0.36 
2 0.45 K ;  and the 27.1 a10 C;e, 0.045 t 0.01 K. Although the iricrease 
in T, can seemingly be grouped according to mmpsition, the 22.1 a!o 
droplets presented some pectliarities. Comparison of the surface structure 
of two class "A" droplets in Figure 13 shows an apparent grab: 1-l"r:ketnent 
of DT099 over that of DT097; also, the Tc of DTO99 was 0.82 K greater 
than that of DT097. Grain refinement is .isua.Ky associated with high 
solidification rates brought on by greater amounts of undercooling of a 
material. However, two class vlQ-vv drops (DT093 and DT094) which are 
postulated to nave undercooled very much before splattering at the bottom 
of the drop tube show equal but opposite amounts (0.45 K) of change in 
their Tc's over that of ths as-cast material. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The Tc measuring technique cmployed in this study was verified by 
using pure samples of Pb and N b .  Ana!ysis of their Tcls showed the 
measurement technique to be very reproducible and accurate both relatively 
(23 m K )  and absolutely (220 m K ) .  The Tcts of the Pb and Nb were within 
220 mK of NBS values, which is within the absolute experimental uncer- 
tainty of this study. 
The measurement of the in-phase and quadrature-phase components 
of the sample's suscc?ptibility appears to be helpful in two ways. First, 
the technique can possibly give some insight into the homogeneity of the 
specimen. Multiple xl1-peaks indicate several distinct superconducting 
phases or one phase with compositional inhomogeneities; these were usually 
seen in the as-cast materials. A single peaked XI'-transition occurring 
in drop tube processed samples seemed to indicate that improved homoge- 
niza tion took place.. Secondly, X" can provide ir. tor mation on the number 
of phases that a re  transitioning. 
The Nb-Ge drop tube samples had an increase in their T values C 
of up to 16 percent over the as-cnst, starting materials. The reason 
that there may be a correl~ttion between the enhancement in T and the 
C 
droplet shapes could be the slowcr solidification of the B phase in com- 
parison to the u phase. 
Two of the samples studied had a splattered structure which prob- 
ably indicates these samples were greatly undercooled in the drop tube. 
One of the samples showed an enhancement in T while the other sample 
c ' 
showed an equivalent decrease in Tc. By comparison, Savitsky et al. 1341 
and Clatthias et al. [ S ]  claim that any T increases seen in their splat- 
C 
cooled samples were only for Gc concentrations above that of the eutectic. 
Since these splattered samples indicate a possibility of large under- 
cooling, infrared detectors have been installed in the drop tube to deter- 
mine the amount of undercooling. For pure N b ,  undercooling corresponded 
to 525 K [ 71 , an amount also expected for these alloys, Additional sam- 
ples, not included in this report, are presently being studied that show 
an increase in Tc of up to 4 K .  Other analyses being performed include 
X-ray diffraction, metallurgy. and annealing studies to determine the 
physical parameters of the material and to attempt a heat treatment 
enhancement of the Tc . 
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TABLE 4. PHASBS AND Tc VALUBS OF Nb-(i. SYSTEM 
Average 
composition 
P h a e  (a10 Gel Chemhal Formula 
Tc 
Reference 
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Figure 1. Apparatus for measuring cryogenic magnetic 
susceptibilities and superconducting transition 
temperatures of materials. 
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Figure 3. Spherical ac susceptibility components X' and X "  
versus the radius-to-skin-depth ratio. 
11% 01 nu* 4 ; 
Figure 4. Susceptibility measurements on various materials [ 2 3 , 2 5 ] .  
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Figure 5. Susceptibility measurements on pure Pb . 
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Figure 6 .  Transition curves of' cniibrotion samples and empty coil. 
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Figure 9. Conlpos~tionnl phase dillgram for the Nb-Ge binary (301. 
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Figure 10.  Transition curiics of as-cast and drop tube samples 
of various Nb-Ge cdmpositions. 
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Figure 11. Transition curves for splat-cooled bulk Nb-Ge 
samples [51: (a) as-cast , (b) splat-cooled, and 
(c) over-annealled . 
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